Quintessential

Quiz Night
That comminty centre and pub classic
testing competiveness, knowledge,
and team naming skills to the max!

The Quiz Night:

Run a quiz night for friends and family to help win over Alzheimer’s.
Brush up on your general knowledge and get to quizzing...

Getting started:

Pick a date and invite everyone for an
evening of fact fuelled fun and frolics.
.

Book a location...community centres and
pubs work really well and are often free or
cheap based on refreshment sales.

Before the day:

You’ll need your quiz questions. 6 rounds
of 10 questions each, with a picture round
halfway, makes a nice 2.5 - 3 hour quiz.
.

There are plenty of websites you can look
at for question inspiration. Just remember
to make a full list for your quiz master and
answer sheets for all the teams.

On the day:

Once seated, welcome everyone and take
team names so you can keep a score tally.
.

For more fundraising ideas from table
tennis throwdowns to batty bake sales
visit www.batfoundation.com

After each round, have teams swap answer
sheets, mark each other, and note all scores
on the tally sheet. At end of quiz announce
the winners in reverse order.

Here are some bonuses to
to your quiz night...
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In case of a tie have an extra question ready
or even a funny task to find your winners.
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